
We would like to thank the following people for their assistance in selecting this year’s recipients: 
Frank Becerra, firefighter (Ret.), Fort Worth, TX, Fire Department
Michael O. McNamee, district chief (Ret.), Worcester, MA, Fire Department
Ryan Pennington, captain, Charleston, WV, Fire Department
Jared Renshaw, fire commissioner, Western Berks Fire Department, Wernersville, PA

Firehouse is pleased to announce the honorees 
in the 2022 Firehouse Magazine Valor Awards. 
The honorees displayed great bravery in the 
face of dangerous conditions.
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Richard Thode, Danbury, CT, Fire Department

Fire Chief Richard Thode was off duty on May 11, 2022, and packing 
for a trip that would begin that night when another chief alerted 

him to a trench collapse in Bethel just a half-mile from his home. The 
victim was buried by the load and trapped between the plywood of 
a homemade trench box. Thode took his wife’s car, without any PPE 
or radios, and arrived first. He entered the trench and began to dig 
with a shovel, where he uncovered the seam between two pieces of 
plywood. He used a broken two-by-four to create a gap that allowed 
the victim to breathe. The victim feared that he was going to die, 
and Thode reassured him that help was there, despite a large crack 
that was 15 feet above them in the trench wall. Thode dug by hand 
until he came across a large rock that pinned down the plywood 
on the victim. By then, firefighters arrived and ordered Thode to 
leave the hole, until they realized who it was. Thode requested a 
battery-powered spreader as crews prepared equipment above him. 
He used the spreader and his legs to move the rock away from the 
plywood, which relieved some of the pressure on the worker, and 
then called for relief from rescuers. The entire rescue took three 
hours, including the use of a vacuum truck, and the victim was 
removed to the hospital, where he made a full recovery.

T      he Michael O. McNamee Award of Valor reflects a larger mission about what it means 
to be brave in the face of danger, as the award is named after Worcester, MA, Fire 
Department District Chief (Ret.) Mike McNamee, who displayed great courage at 
the Worcester Cold Storage Warehouse Fire in December 1999, when he made the 

bold decision to stop additional Worcester firefighters from entering the building when 
there already were six lost inside.

RICHARD THODE

Juan Gonzalez, Chicago Fire Department

Crews arrived around 3:30 a.m. on Feb. 21, 2022, to find heavy fire coming from the 
first, second and third stories of a three-story apartment building. Firefighter/EMT 

Juan Gonzalez, who was assigned to the inside team of Truck 13, teamed up with Engine 
124 to conduct searches, where he forced doors on the first and second floors, with smoke 
that was banking down and growing levels of heat. When he reached the third floor, Gon-
zalez found extreme heat conditions that required him to lie on his back and force entry 
into units by kicking open the doors. Searching in hostile conditions on the third floor, 
Gonzalez located a victim, just as the incident commander called for crews to evacuate 
and transition to a defensive attack. Gonzales continued his rescue efforts and dragged 
the 33-year-old male to the stairwell, where he was assisted by a member from Engine 91, 
and brought the man down to Ambulance 32.

JUAN GONZALEZ

VALOR & COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS

Grand Prize Winner
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PAUL BURNS

T he Gloucester Volunteer Fire and Rescue Squad was dispatched 
on Dec. 29, 2022, for a child who fell through the ice on a retention 

pond. This was the first warm day in a week, with temperatures in the 
50s; previously, temperatures hovered in the teens and single-digit 
range. The heavy rescue, a ladder company and a medic, with ice rescue 
equipment, were dispatched from Station 1. Receiving the notification 
by pager, Firefighter A.J. Hamilton responded to the scene from home. 
Capt. Ashley Rowe was nearby at work. Both arrived before the appa-
ratus. Hamilton and Rowe found the young girl about 30 feet from the 
shoreline, hanging onto the edge of the ice, struggling to keep her head 
above water and screaming for help. They sized up the situation and 
realized that the victim was near exhaustion and likely to drown, so they 
moved toward her without the benefit of any PPE. As they neared, the 
ice broke, and the two rescuers fell into the frigid water. They got to the 
victim and worked to keep her head above water as they retreated toward 
the shoreline, using their fists to break ice. Sheriff Darrell Warren and 
Firefighter Stephen Field helped them onto the shoreline. The victim 
was transported to the hospital and later released.

J ust after midnight on April 4, 2022, Truck 
29 was the second unit on scene of a still 

alarm in a three-story apartment building. Crews 
encountered heavy fire on the first floor, with 
fire auto-extending to the second and third sto-
ries, with Engine 96 using an exterior transi-
tional attack to knock down a large volume of 
fire. Truck 29’s inside team, which was led by Lt. 
Paul Burns, began searches and discovered an 
elderly female who collapsed just outside of the 
original fire unit. She was carried to safety. The JEFF RICH

A.J. HAMILTON ASHLEY ROWE

MICHAEL MODJESKI

P rince George’s County Fire/EMS Department Ambulance 806, 
with Firefighter Jarid Badger driving and Firefighter Mitchell 

Owen providing patient care to a nonemergent patient, was en 
route to Anne Arundel Medical Center when a sudden stop in traf-
fic was encountered. Badger witnessed a police car pass and then 
saw a pickup that had flames engulfing the engine compartment 
and spreading into the passenger area, where an occupant was 
trapped. Badger and Owen arrived as the police officer broke the 
driver’s side window of the pickup. They found an unconscious male 
who still was in his seat belt in the driver’s seat. With the need for 
an immediate rescue, the decision was made by Badger and Owen 
to not don their PPE but begin rescue efforts instead. They found 
that the occupant’s legs were trapped under the steering wheel and 
worked to effect a rapid extrication of the victim. The pair tended 
to the unconscious victim until they transferred care to the Anne 
Arundel Fire Department, and then they continued the transport 
of their original patient.JARID BADGER MITCHELL OWEN

Jarid Badger and Mitchell Owen, Prince 
George’s County, MD, Fire/EMS Department

A.J. Hamilton and Ashley Rowe, Gloucester, 
VA, Volunteer Fire and Rescue Squad Inc.

Paul Burns, Michael Modjeski and Jeff Rich, Chicago Fire Department
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A round 3:30 a.m. on Jan. 16, 2022, Harrisburg 
firefighters were called for an occupied car in 

the Susquehanna River. The temperature hovered 
around 20 degrees Fahrenheit, and 16 inches of 
flowing chunk ice were present in the turbulent 
area that was near a spillway. En route, crews were 
notified that the call involved a domestic dispute. 
The battalion chief observed a car that was 40 feet 
from shore. It was submerged to the base of its win-
dows. A man was wielding a large knife. He and an 
adult female, who was stabbed, stood in the open 
sunroof. The woman held a 2-year-old female. When 
the male lifted the knife and lunged toward the 
woman and child, police shot him, and he fell into 
the river. The primary boat wasn’t usable in the icy 

conditions, and the tower ladder was set up along 
the river. Firefighter Ryan Spangler was dressed in 
ice rescue PPE and rode the ladder to the car, where 
he found the woman hysterical and not wanting 
to turn over the child to him. Spangler convinced 
her to hand over the child, which he passed to Fire-
fighter Brian Riddle, who kept the child calm. The 
exhausted woman still was in the car, and Spangler 
was forced to climb onto the blood-and-ice-covered 
hood of the vehicle. After multiple attempts, he 
pulled her up and out of the sunroof and onto the 
hood. Riddle and Firefighter William Russo pulled 
Spangler and then the woman into the bucket. The 
two were treated once they returned to ground and 
recovered from their injuries.

Matthew Mullins, Plainfield, IL, Fire Protection District

O n Dec. 31, 2022, Plainfield firefighters were 
dispatched for an accident with injuries south-

bound on Interstate 55 at mile marker 257. They 
were updated that two people were trapped inside 
of a burning vehicle. Battalion 19, Lt. Patrick Mur-
phy, found a car down an embankment, on its side 
and on fire. One person was pinned inside. The 
second occupant, who escaped and was uncoopera-
tive, became unruly and had to be restrained while 
trying to reenter the burning vehicle. Arriving on 
Squad 1926, Lt. Eric Jensen and Firefighter Matthew 
Mullins stretched an attack line, and Mullins began 
to attack the fire. Mullins and Firefighter Robert 
Underhill began to stabilize the vehicle when the 
flames darkened down. They found the trapped 
victim’s arm pinned under the car. Mullins and 

Underhill maneuvered to free the victim’s arm but 
found that person still was trapped as flames started 
to reignite and fill the passenger compartment with 
smoke, putting the victim in a panicked state. Mul-
lins removed his SCBA and climbed into the vehi-
cle. He placed the facepiece on the victim’s face 
and began to assess the scene inside of the vehicle. 
Mullins found that the victim’s hips were pinned 
between the seat and the crushed roof and that 
additional extrication efforts were required—just 
as the whole passenger compartment went orange. 
Mullins called for the hoseline, and Jensen flowed 
water over Mullins and the victim as Underhill cut 
the A, B and C posts. Once they removed the roof of 
the vehicle, the crew was able to free the man from 
the car and finish extinguishing the fire.

RYAN SPANGLER

Levi Davidson and Merle Bumgarner
City of Wichita, KS, Fire Department
 

David Downing Jr.
Atchison, KS, Fire Department
              

Robert Marchant
San Francisco Fire Department

Valor Award Honorable Mentions

inside team returned and shut the door to 
prevent fire extension, because the woman 
told rescuers that her grandchildren were 
inside of the burning unit. With water on 
the fire, Burns and Firefighters Michael 
Modjeski and Jeff Rich entered the unit. 
Burns took a left-hand search, and Modjeski 

and Rich conducted a right-hand search. 
Searching a room at the end of the hall, 
Modjeski found the body of an adult female 
on a bed. Rich moved in to help to remove 
her down the hallway to the crews. Burns 
continued searching and found a mound 
of melted plastic. Searching underneath 

it, he found an unconscious infant. Burns 
protected the infant until he passed the 
child to other firefighters, who removed 
the child to the exterior. The child and adult 
female were pulseless and not breathing, 
and resuscitation efforts began. All three 
recovered from their injuries.

MATTHEW MULLINS

Ryan Spangler, Harrisburg, PA, Bureau of Fire
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Engine 53 and Engine 56, County of Los Angeles Fire Department
On Jan. 6, 2022, Engine 53 and Engine 56 responded as part 

of a first-alarm assignment to a residential structure fire. 
While still responding to the incident, personnel on Engine 53 
and Engine 56 heard radio traffic that indicated that a firefighter 
was trapped inside of the structure and was low on air. The fire 
captains on both of the engines advised their personnel that they 
would initiate RIC duties on arrival.

Engine 53 and Engine 56 arrived and observed fire showing from all 
four sides of the structure. The captains heard the downed firefighter’s 
PASS and identified his general location near the Alpha/Delta cor-
ner of the structure. The captains rapidly formulated a rescue plan.

Engine 56’s Capt. Robert Weaver directed the Engine 56 fire-
fighter to relocate a hoseline to the Alpha/Delta corner of the home 
and break a window to apply water directly into the area where the 
PASS was heard. Engine 53’s Capt. Andrew Olvera directed Engine 
53’s firefighter Robert Currier to obtain an additional hoseline 
and to meet him at the front door of the structure to make entry 
and to perform a rescue.

Olvera and Currier encountered fire coming out of the front door. 
Currier flowed water as the pair made entry. He continued to flow 
water as he and Olvera made their way down a hallway toward the 
PASS alarm. About halfway down the hallway, the hoseline became 
taut, and Olvera directed Currier to move back to obtain more hose.

Olvera (alone at the nozzle) heard the PASS and chose to leave the 
nozzle and move about 20 feet down the hallway in zero visibility and 
high heat conditions, with fire rolling overhead, to rescue the downed 
firefighter. Olvera arrived at the downed firefighter, performed a rapid 
assessment and determined immediate extraction was required.

Currier joined Olvera. They moved the firefighter toward the exit.
Weaver donned his SCBA facepiece and joined Olvera and Currier 

in the hallway. The three men moved the downed firefighter down 
the hallway amid zero visibility and fire overhead until they exited 
the structure, where ALS treatment was undertaken immediately.

The RIC operation that members of Engine 53 and Engine 56 car-
ried out was completed within approximately five minutes of arrival, 
although the downed firefighter was unable to be resuscitated.

Ladder 15, Oshkosh, WI, Fire Department

On the night of Feb. 19, 2022, Capt. Scott Krause, Equipment 
Operator Chris Heder and Firefighter Josh Antes were assigned 

to Ladder 15 as well as Boat 15, which is an air boat that’s designed 
to go from ice to water, in the event of ice rescue calls.

It was “Battle on Bago” weekend. Anglers who aren’t from the area 
often aren’t familiar with the Lake Winnebago System and its dangers. 
Early morning weather reports forecasted high winds for late after-
noon and during the night. By late afternoon, alerts on TV stations 
and via cellphones predicted a snow squall and 50–60 mph winds.

A storm hit the area at approximately 4 p.m., with blinding, 
wind-driven snow. Visibility was reduced to about 100 feet. Tem-
peratures plunged to approximately 6 degrees Fahrenheit, which 
made conditions on the frozen lake very dangerous.

Boat 15’s crew was dispatched at approximately 6 p.m. As the crew 
prepared to depart, visibility was very limited. As the crew got under 
way, it quickly experienced extreme difficulty maintaining control 
of the boat. This was the case for the next 12 hours during numerous 

rescues. The crew could traverse about 100–150 feet at a time before 
the boat went completely out of control and the crew had to reset.

Compounding the issue were the dozens of vehicles that came 
toward trying to escape the storm and a lake full of ice shacks. There 
was a very real danger of Boat 15 being blown sideways or backward at 
a high rate of speed into a vehicle or shack. If an ice shack was occu-
pied, the occupants inside surely would receive great harm either 
from the impact or the spinning propeller. In addition, the ice boat 
could be damaged to the point that the crew would need to be rescued.

Early in the mission, the ice boat’s ice brake ceased to function. 
The operator had to use every ounce of energy and every bit of skill to 
maintain some sort of control while still trying to accomplish rescues.

The boat interior didn’t generate enough heat to keep side windows 
clear of ice. The crew continually tried to scrape a patch to see out of.

As the need for rescues continued, the dangers increased. The deci-
sion was made to beach the boat on a drift and walk. For one rescue, 
a UTV was borrowed to reach two victims who were a half-mile away.

Buckhannon, WV, Fire Department

On arrival at a two-story, single-family dwelling, crews found 
heavy involvement of division 1 (A/B side) and extending 

to division 2, with confirmed entrapment on division 2. A two- 
person crew entered from the C side to start a primary search. A 
2-inch attack line was deployed through the front door of the A side 
to start relieving the search crew that had met heavy fire and heat.

After searching the division 1 survivable space, the search crew 
advanced up the stairway to the second floor. Soon after, outside 
police and EMS units saw the victim yelling from a window. The 
search crew located the victim. One crew member removed his 

SCBA facepiece and put it on the victim. The crew began to remove 
the victim. During the process to remove the victim, members 
encountered an electrified structure because of a hot service line. 
Members continued the victim removal, through the staircase 
to the front porch roof to awaiting EMS units. Additional crews 
arrived and were given tasks to pull a second handline, to finish 
the primary search and to follow up with a secondary search.

Three members of the fire department were injured. Two were 
treated on scene, but one was admitted to the ICU because of respi-
ratory issues for two days and was off duty for more than a month.

Unit Citations
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Engine 14, Engine 23, Engine 34, Truck 14, Rescue Squad 2,  
Battalion Chief 07 and Division 02, San Francisco Fire Department

Firefighters Wilson Lam and Daniel O’Donnell were sent to 
search for two reported missing swimmers. They paddled out 

with two rescue boards under cold and choppy conditions and with 
the tide going out right before sunset. They spotted one victim in 
the water past Eagle’s Point. That individual was trying to swim 
back against the current without success. Lam secured the victim 
with his Peterson tube. The victim stated that her friend was on 
the beach between Eagle’s Point and Deadman’s Point and wasn’t 
breathing. (Note: This beach is in a location that’s surrounded by 
cliffs, and the best access is by water.)

Firefighters Richard Gutierrez and Tyler Kelly swam out to assist. 
Kelly grabbed the first victim from Lam and swam her back against 
the current to China Beach from Eagle’s Point. Lam, O’Donnell and 
Gutierrez swam to the second victim, who was pulseless on the 

beach. They began CPR. Firefighters Bryson Guzman and Oliver 
Smith swam out as backup because of the inaccessible location 
and the need for extra staffing.

The five firefighters continued CPR on the beach without medical 
gear nor communications.

The tide was going out, and dusk was settling in.
They continued CPR, not knowing who would arrive to extricate.
The Coast Guard responded approximately 40 minutes later.
The firefighters put the second victim on a rescue board, and 

all of them swam toward the Coast Guard boat, which was approx-
imately 700 feet away.

After the firefighters and the victim were on board the boat, the 
firefighters continued CPR until the boat reached Horseshoe Cove. 
The second victim’s pulse was brought back.

Engine 33, Ventura County Fire Department, Camarillo, CA

On Oct. 30, 2022, Engine 33 responded to an animal bite or 
animal attack call, which involved a 16-year-old girl and 

multiple large dogs. While en route, Capt. Zach Trottier shared 
information from the call notes with his crew and developed a 
plan. They would use compressed air from an SCBA tank and 
sirens to distract the dogs, then drive close to the victim, with the 
intent of pulling her into the engine’s cab from the captain’s door.

When Engine 33 arrived, six Cane Corsos and a pit bull mix 
were attacking what at first looked like a single victim. Engineer 
Logan Hershman drove the engine up the driveway with the siren, 
growler and air horn blasting and then stopped the front tire of 
the apparatus within a foot of the victim. When Trottier opened 
his door to try to pull the victim into the cab, he saw that, in fact, 
two people were on the ground: The girl’s mother was lying on 
top of the girl in an effort to try to protect her daughter from the 
seven dogs. Both victims were covered in blood.

Trottier shouted for them to get in the cab, but neither moved.

At this point, Firefighter Austyn Frailey discharged an SCBA 
bottle from an open window of the cab of the apparatus, which 
scared some of the dogs away. Meanwhile, Hershman exited the 
cab. He grabbed a 6-foot New York hook and ran around the back 
of the engine toward the dogs. This gave Trottier the opportunity 
to get out of the cab and grab a rubbish hook. Hershman, Trot-
tier and Frailey were joined by Deputy Austin Whittaker of the 
Ventura County Sheriff ’s Office. Together, the four men drove 
the seven dogs away from the victims.

Frailey assessed both patients and called the ambulance crew 
out of their ambulance to assist. The girl suffered deep bite 
wounds on all four extremities (some down to the bone), wounds 
to her chest and a possible fractured arm.

The battalion chief who was on scene noted that there is no 
question that Engine 33’s crew prevented further injury, if not 
death, to the girl, because she was potentially only one bite away 
from serious peril.

Engine 14, Engine 23, Ladder 8,  
Rescue 14, Rescue 28
Austin, TX, Fire Department

Truck 29, Engine 96,  
Engine 113, Engine 117
Chicago Fire Department

Engine 1, Truck 1
Columbus, IN, Fire Department

Engine 4
Columbus, IN, Fire Department

Tower 1
Harrisburg, PA, Bureau of Fire

Ambulance 341,  
Ambulance 346, Engine 312
Lakeside Fire-Rescue, Edgerton, WI

Engine 51, Engine 58,  
Rescue 53, Squad 1
Orange County, FL, Fire Rescue

Engine 20
San Francisco Fire Department

Engine 42
San Francisco Fire Department

Engine 18, Engine 23
San Francisco Fire Department

Engine 15, Truck 3, Squad 15
Wichita, KS, Fire Department

Unit Citations Honorable Mentions
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On Feb. 24, 2022, the citizens of Ukraine 
suffered a military attack at the hands 

of Russia that continues today. In the days 
and weeks after Feb. 4, Firefighter Oleg 
Skachko, who was born in Ukraine and 
is a four-year veteran of the Clifton Fire 
Department (CFD), felt the need to do 
something for his international brother 
and sister firefighters who were being hit 
with repeated military barrages in Kyiv. 
How better for him to fulfill his philan-
thropic idea, he thought, but to procure 
needed firefighting PPE and equipment: 
turnout coats, turnout pants, gloves, hel-
mets, SCBA and ropes, among others.

The first step was to ask a local depart-
ment for any unused gear to send to 
Ukraine. Skachko quickly realized that this 
effort had the potential to overwhelm his 
schedule. Enter Lt. Mark Drew. The 26-year 
veteran of the CFD was asked to assist.

Within days of its launch, the PPE 4 
UKRAINE campaign caught the attention 
of U.S. and Canadian fire departments.

As the campaign grew, Skachko and Drew 
honored media requests from local, state, 
national and international news outlets. As 
each news story broke, there was an influx 
of inquiries from departments as well as 
vendors nationwide. The CFD became the 
first collection point with the specific pur-
pose of amassing PPE for firefighters in 
Ukraine. Approximately 60 tons of firefight-
ing equipment was gathered, packed and 
flown to Poland. The equipment then was 
transported by ground into Ukraine, where 
it was distributed to the various regions in 
need. Minimum freight totals: 4,000 sets of 
firefighting turnout coats and pants; 1,000 
helmets; 1,000 sets of firefighting boots; 500 
SCBA. Also shipped: hydraulic extrication 
tools, air lifting bags, generators, thermal 

imaging cameras, hand tools, medical back-
boards and miscellaneous medical supplies.

The logistics of receiving and shipping 
that equipment was a daunting task. Spe-
cific time frames and coordination were 
needed on extremely short notice.

The campaign was operational for approx-
imately 100 days. Skachko and Drew vol-
unteered about 1,000 hours to coordinate, 
collect and ship the PPE, equipment and 
medical supplies to firefighters in Ukraine. 
In the months that followed, Skachko and 
Drew worked with other organizations to 
help to grow firefighting humanitarian 
efforts. One of the more successful has been 
helpukraineff.org, which is based in Chicago.

PPE 4 UKRAINE wouldn’t have succeeded 
without the support of CFD Fire Chief Frank 
Prezioso, Clifton’s city officials, and the Clif-
ton Firefighter’s Mutual Benevolent Associ-
ation, Local #21, and its members.

VALOR & COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
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During her tenures at the San Francisco 
Fire Department’s (SFFD) Station 18, 

at San Francisco International Airport and 
at SFFD’s dispatch center, Inspector Tomie 
Ann Kato has been an active member of the 
San Francisco firefighters affinity groups, 
Local 798, United Fire Service Women and 
the Asian Firefighters Association. In 2017, 
she became one of only two SFFD commu-
nity outreach and education (COE) officers 

to be assigned to the Division of Fire Prevention and Investigation.
In the past six years, Kato grew a virtually nonexistent COE 

program, expanding outreach to single-residential-occupancy col-
laboratives and community centers; revamping the Bureau of Fire 
Prevention’s Fire Safety in the Home workshop; developing multiple 
translation options for COE programming; extending workshop 
offerings to include Stop the Bleed and hands-only CPR; and grow-
ing partnerships with SFFD’s Neighborhood Emergency Response 
Team disaster preparedness program and SFFD recruitment.

During the pandemic, Kato ran the COE program alone, during which 
time she created a workshop that could be offered virtually to residents.

Kato has curated an extensive community contacts network, which 
allows the COE program to be active in San Francisco’s diverse commu-
nities, regardless of the demographics or languages that are spoken. 
Between her work in the COE program and growing up in the city, Kato 
goes to few places in San Francisco where she doesn’t know someone.

Kato was instrumental in the formation and continued success of 
the City EMT and Mission High School fire/EMS programs.

When confronted with issues that relate to installing smoke 
detectors in the community, Kato was instrumental in collaborating 
with the American Red Cross and the organization’s “Sound the 
Alarm” program, which brought free smoke detectors to those who 
were in need and organized volunteers to install them.

Kato puts San Francisco residents first and ensures that they 
receive the most up-to-date and relevant fire and life-safety infor-
mation, even if it means volunteering her time on days off. She vol-
unteers with numerous young women’s groups, helping to inspire 
the future of America’s fire service and acting as a mentor to many.

Community Service
Tomie Kato, San Francisco Fire Department

Oleg Skachko and Mark Drew, Clifton, NJ, Fire Department

Squad 1 and Squad 2, Somerville, MA, Auxiliary Fire Department
During the pandemic, members of Squad 1 and Squad 2 helped to set up numerous food 

distribution centers and delivered to homes throughout the city. This was in addition 
to the support that these people provided at operations for fire incidents upon orders from 
the department. The members of Squad 1 and Squad 2 also went to homes and businesses 
to pump out cellars that flooded after heavy rains that struck the area.

George Dafnis
Burnham, IN, Fire Department

Alan Hirschkorn
FDNY
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Eliminate your range issues with Audio/CAD dispatch to mobile 
devices/landlines including availability, response/GPS, hydrant/
POI mapping, display boards and document storage. Free trial!

edispatches.com

We thank our corporate sponsors, whose 
support and generosity help us to honor 

America’s Bravest.   

Waterway is the number one fire hose testing company in the 
United States, with over 100 million feet of hose tested to date.
 

waterwayinc.com

blackinton.com

Blackinton® combines old world craftsmanship with cutting-edge 
manufacturing technologies to produce the industries finest quality 
badges and uniform insignia. Our proud American-made brand is 
inspired by over 169 years of insight gained serving the nation’s 
leading public safety departments. 

Prevent injuries while you work safely and efficiently.  
Streamline hose management with simultaneous operations  
of rolling hose while loading onto stationary rigs.  
Proudly Made in the USA.

rollnrack.com

Levrum’s Code3 Strategist software helps your agency plan 
effectively for the future, meet accreditation challenges efficiently, 
and tell your story visually and powerfully to stakeholders.

levrum.com

New York State Association 
of Fire Chiefs is a not-for-
profit, service-oriented 
organization that assists the 
leaders and future leaders 
of New York’s fire and 
emergency services.

nysfirechiefs.com

Liberty Art Works 
has over 30 years 
of experience 
creating high-
quality bronze 
sculptures to honor 
the “Bravest  
and Finest.”  
All items are 
proudly made in the U.S.A. 

LibertyArtWorks.com


